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REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN
The past year has been, in many ways, quite similar to
most other years in the life of a town. The majority
of the work of a Board of Selectmen is to exercise its
stewardship for a year according to the instructions provided
by the citizenry at Town Meeting. It is assumed that
the Town will be improved and in better shape at that
time. Much of our work therefore is the business of survival
from one year to the next, and, no matter how much effort
that may take at times, or how difficult or complicated
a task it might be, it is pretty mundane stuff when it
has to be reduced to text for an annual report. So, in
brief, the major item we have to report is the not-too-
startling fact that the Town has survived 1984 intact
and has, we feel, been improved a bit in the process.
As we look back though, there are some highlights
that should be mentioned:
- The Town saw the end of an era when we reluctantly
and with regret accepted the resignation of Chief
of Police Robert T. Mills, Jr. His long years of
lif e-on-the-line service to the Town and his efforts
to build a modern police force are much appreciated,
and his absence from the force will long be felt.
We wish him well, as we do his most able successor,
Chief Eric Sargent.
- We also lost the services of Health Officer Richard
W. Wolf and Civil Defense Director Thomas W. Allen,
both of whom were forced to resign because of the
pressures of their regular employment, again in each
case after many years of able service to the Town.
We have yet to find a replacement for Dick's able,
easygoing manner and ready smile; the Selectmen are
seeing to the Health Officer's duties on a pro tem.
basis until a successor can be found and appointed.
It has taken two individuals to fill Tom's shoes:
the Civil Defense duties now being performed by Michael
North, who is assisted by Deputy Director Jeffrey
Titus .
- The coming of spring saw much damage done to the
Town's roadways by rainstorms and freshets, partic-
ularly in the Gulf Road area. The Highway Department
under Alvin Davis worked particularly hard to make
the Town's roads passable as soon after these storms
as possible. Much of the funds set aside for con-
struction and reconstruction had to be used in this
emergency, forcing us to defer some of the originally
planned projects. The Department was, however, able
to rebuild the Mountain Road bridge and repair bridge
abutments in other areas of Town, as well as to complete
the reconstruction of a portion of Cady Lane, begun
in 1983. The new dump truck authorized at Town
Meeting will be delivered in early January, 1985,
in time to assist with the remainder of this winter's
storms .
1984 saw
of this effort since the 1980 revaluation is 1984's 82%
assessment ratio assigned by the State to Chesterfield.
This means that the 1980 assessment currently being
used is approximately 82% of what similar properties
are on average selling for in 1984; that ratio is
exactly where it should be according to the Federally
announced rates of inflation for 1981 through 1984.
The Selectmen have continued to perform the every-
seven-years perambulation of the Town's boundaries
required by state law. We've all shed a pound or
two walking - and restoring the boundary markers
located at roughly 80 rod intervals along the way -
nearly 19 miles of the Keene, Swanzey, Hinsdale and
Westmoreland lines and a portion of the Winchester
line. Only about 4 miles of the Winchester line
remain, hopefully to be walked in the spring of 1985.
The renovation of the Town Hall has progressed quite
well and we hope the results will be noticed and
enjoyed by the Town's citizens at the 1985 Town Meeting
and at future public and private functions. While
we were not able to complete all the work we had
anticipated, we hope the townspeople will see fit
to continue the appropriation of funds for this purpose





You are hereby not if ied to meet at the Town Hall
in said Chesterfield, on Tuesday, the 12th day of
March next at ten of the clock in the forenoon (Polls
close at 8:00 p - m . ) to ballot for Town officers and other
questions required by law to be decided by ballot.
The business meeting will be called to order at
6:30 o'clock in the evening to act upon the following
subjects :
ARTICLE 1. To vote an Australian Ballot for all
necessary Town officers.
ARTICLE 2. To vote by Ballot on Amendments to the
Zoning Ordinance.
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $186,000.00 to construct a
new Highway Garage and authorize the Selectmen, under
the Municipal Finance Act, RSA 33 et sec. to borrow
$136,000.00 said loan to be repaid within four (4) years.
$50,000.00 will be paid out of the 1985 taxes. (This
to be voted by paper ballot after discussion.) ($200,000.00
Recommended by the Budget Committee.)
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to allow
a 2% discount on real estate taxes paid in full up to
fourteen (14) days (inclusive) of the postmarked date
of the tax bill, or act in any other way relating thereto.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will authorize the
selectmen to borrow money upon the credit of the Town
in anticipation of taxes, or act in any way relating
thereto .
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the appointment of a Deputy Treasurer pursuant to RSA:
41:29a, or act in any way relating thereto.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to elect
2 Auditors for terms of office pursuant to RSA:41:32a,
(staggered 2 year terms) said election of Auditors to
take place at the 1986 annual Town Meeting, or act in
any way relating thereto.
ARTICLE 8. To hear the report of the Budget
Committee and act in any way relating thereto.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $571,300.00, for the followinj
purposes as recommended by the Budget Committee, or act
in any way relating thereto:
1
.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 for the purchase of
a low bed trailer for the Highway Department, or act
in any other way relating thereto. ($11,000.00 Recommended
by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 for a wood chipper
for the Highway Department or act in any other way relating
thereto. (Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 to be added to
the Highway Equipment Capital Reserve Fund, or act in
any other way relating thereto. ($30,000.00 Recommended
by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will authorize the
Selectmen to expend from the Revenue Sharing Account
a sum of money not to exceed $32,000.00 for the purpose
of purchasing a backhoe for the Highway Department or
act in any way relating thereto. (Recommended by the
Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 to employ an architect
to submit plans for a building at Wares Grove or act
in any way relating thereto. (Representing a portion
of the income over expenses generated by Parks and Recreation
in 1984) (Recommended by the Budget Committee with a
priority placed on the evaluation of the septic system)
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $3,188.00 to be added to the
Parks and Recreation Building Capital Reserve Fund, or
act in any way relating thereto. (Said sum represents
a portion of the income over expenses generated by Parks
and Recreation in 1984) (Recommended by the Budget
Committee )
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $15,000.00 to be added to
the Fire Equipment Capital Reserve Fund for a 4" hose
truck with pump for the CFD, or act in any way relating
thereto. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $4,500.00 to pave the graveled
section of Tuttle Road and authorize the Selectmen to
expend same on the condition that said gravel section
of Tuttle Road is rezoned to a residential one district
by vote of the Town or act in any way relating thereto.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
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ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $4,500.00 to pave the graveled
section of Edgar Road and to authorize the Selectmen
to expend same on the condition that said gravel section
of Edgar Road is rezoned to a residential one district
by a vote of the Town or act in any way relating thereto.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will authorize the
Selectmen to expend from the Revenue Sharing Account
a sum of money not to exceed $12,000.00 for the purpose
of purchasing a police cruiser and to further authorize
the Selectmen to sell the 1980 Buick police cruiser upon
such terms and conditions as the Selectmen deem appropi-
ate, or act in any way relating thereto. (Recommended
by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will authorize the
Selectmen to expend from the Revenue Sharing Account
a sum of money not to exced $16,800.00 for renovations
to the Town Hall and Town Office, or act in any way rela-
ting thereto. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 24. TO see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate $2,000.00 for the following purposes:
$1,500.00 - To clean out the fire pond located
on the Old Chesterfield Road (owned
by Michael Leclaire)
500.00 - To relocate the hydrant from Laskey
Brook on Pond Brook Road to the
pond on Poor Road (owned by Lawrence
Chickering )
;
or act in any way relating thereto
the Budget Committee)
(Recommended by
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to appro-
priate and authorize the withdrawal of $4,200.00 from
the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for use as a setoff
against the budgeted appropriation for Solid Waste Dis-
posal, see: Article 10 line 16, or to act in any way
relating thereto. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $7,500.00 to aid Home Health
Care and Community Services or to act in any way relating
thereto. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
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ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $500.00 to fund the Meals-
On-Wheels program for elderly and handicapped shut-in
citizens of Chesterfield, or to act in any way relating
thereto. Sponsored through Home Health Care and Community
Services. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 28. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,919.25 to help support
the work of the Monadnock Family and Mental Health Service
or to act in any way relating thereto. (Recommended
by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate $500.00 for the support of the United
Way as follows
:
Windham County United Way
Monadnock United Way
or to act in any way relating thereto,




ARTICLE 30. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $200.00 to support the work
of the Women's Crisis Services of the Monadnock Region.
(By Petition - Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 31. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $800.00 for the 1985 Old Home
Day Celebration. (By Petition - Recommended by the Budget
Committee
)
ARTICLE 32. To see if the Town will vote to have
the Selectmen appoint eight (8) people to work with the
Chesterfield Historical Society as an Old Home Day Committee.
(By Petition)
ARTICLE 33. Shall the Town accept the provisions
of RSA 53-B:l to 11 inclusive providing for the establish-
ment of a regional refuse disposal district, together
with the towns of Fitzwilliam, Gilsum, Harrisville, Hinsdale,
Marlborough, Nelson, Roxbury, Surry, Swanzey, Troy and
Westmoreland and the City of Keene, and the construction,
maintenance, and operation of a regional refuse disposal
facility by said district in accordance with the provisions
of a proposed agreement filed with the selectmen or the
mayor?
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ARTICLE 34. To see if the Town will revote to allow
the Cemetery Commission to sell the unused tool shed
at Spofford Cemetery. All proceeds from sale to go into
establishment of a new trust fund for general care and
maintenance of older sections of Spofford Cemetery.
ARTICLE 35. To see if the Town will vote to allow
the Selectmen to act in their behalf in arranging the
transfer of property presently used as a parking lot
of the United Methodist Church to the Asbury United Meth-
odist Church. The church agrees to pay all fees necessary
in the line adjustment that must take place to accomplish
this. (By Petition)
ARTICLE 36. To see if the Town will vote to allow
the Selectmen to sell the Highway Department's army truck
on such terms and conditions as the Selectmen deem appro-
priate, or act in any way relating thereto.
ARTICLE 37. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend
money from the state, federal, or other government unit
or a private source which becomes available during the
year in accordance with the procedures set forth in RSA
31:95-b, or act in any way relating thereto.
ARTICLE 38. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to convey any real estate acquired by the
Town through Tax Collector's deed by Public Auction or
advertised sealed bid, and upon such terms and conditions
as they deem appropriate, or to act in any way relating
thereto .
ARTICLE 39. To see if the Town will vote to discon-
tinue the old sections of the following roads:
Holman Hill Road from Rt 9 to Tuttle Rd
.
Poor Rd . From Rt 9 (opposite Stage Rd .
)
to the present Poor Rd
.
Poocham Rd . from Rt 9 to the present
Poocham Rd
.
Forest Ave. to the present Sugar Maple Lane
ARTICLE 40.
mutual verifiable compliance on the parts of both nations
(By Petition)
ARTICLE 41. To see if the Town will vote to accept
the following with the income from same to be paid to
the Chesterfield Cemetery Commission for the perpetual
care and upkeep of the Spofford Annex Cemetery and to
be known as follows:
Albert Clark
Mrs. George Devroy
John & Frances Moskowoitz
$100.00 Albert A. Clark Trust Fd
.
50.00 Mrs. George Devroy Trust Fd
100.00 John & Frances H. Moskowitz
Trust Fund
ARTICLE 42. To see if the Town will vote to accept
the following with the income from same to be paid to the
Chesterfield Cemetery Commission for perpetual care and
upkeep of the Morris Friedsam Cemetery and to be known
as follows
:
David & Joan Dittrich
Kenneth Lund
$100.00 David L. & Joan Dittrich
Trust Fund
200.00 William K. Lund & Hilda
H. Lund Trust Fund
ARTICLE 43. To see if the Town will vote to accept
the sum of $100.00 for the perpetual care of Lot #28 in
the Spofford Cemetery, and to be known as the Frank E. &
Deborah Whorfe Trust Fund.
ARTICLE 44. To see if the Town will vote to accept
the following with the income from same to be paid to the
Chesterfield West Cemetery Association for perpetual care






$200.00 Ruth B. & Morton E.
Chickering Trust Fund
Lot #43
100.00 Joseph G. Nicoletti Trust
Fund Lot #21
200.00 Isabel W. Haneman Trust
Fund Lot #136
200.00 Terry P. Lawton & Ester
Lawton Trust Fund Lot #88
200.00 Katherine F. Beach & Donald
& Irma Desruisseau Trust
Fund Lot #90E
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ARTICLE 45. To transact any other business that may
legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands this 14th day of February in







BUDGET OF THE TOWN
Purpose of
Appropriation
Actual Actual Selectmen's Recommended by
Appropriations Expenditures Budget Budget Comm.
1984 1984 1985 1985
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Town Officers Salary 36,500.00 36,360.50 39,500.00 39,500.00
Town Officers Expenses 18,150.00 17,363.18 20,050.00 20,050.00
Election & Reg. Expenses 1,350.00 1,639.94 750.00 750.00
Cemeteries 13,460.00 13,785.00 14,150.00 14,150.00
Gen. Gov't Bldgs
.
13,410.00 14,887.19 16,550.00 16,550.00
Planning & Zoning 2,425.00 1,644.97 2,575.00 2,575.00
Legal Expenses 2,500.00 2,389.01 3,000.00 3,000.00



























HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
Town Maintenance 133,900.00 133,899.93 184,150.00 184,150.00
Gen. Hwy. Dept . Expenses 27,500.00 27,770.44 inc. above
Street Lighting 13,000.00 9,918.17 13,000.00 13,000.00
Construction/Reconstruction 25,000.00 26,289.03 19,000.00 19,000.00
Tarring 30,000.00 30,000.00 33,000.00 33,000.00
SANITATION
Solid Waste Disposal 42,650.00 45,041.79 55,675.00 55,675.00
HEALTH
Health Department 500.00 197.77 500.00 500.00
Hospitals & Ambulances 12,250.00 12,302.16 12,250.00 12,250.00
Animal Control 250.00 147.00 200.00 200.00
Home Hlth Care & Comm Svcs 7,500.00 7,500.00 7,500.00 7,500.00
Meals on Wheels 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00













































Payments to Capital Reserve Fds
Highway Equipment 25,000.00 25,000.00 25,000.00 30,000.00
Parks & Rec. Bldg Fund 8,400.00 8,400.00 3,188.00 3,188.00
Fire Truck Reserve Fund 15,000.00 15,000.00 15,000.00 15,000.00
*Budget Committee Not Recommended - $5,700.00 (Capital Outlay)
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MISCELLANEOUS
FICA, Retrm't & Pension Con . 1 3 , 650 . 00 13,866.86 14,700.00 14,700.00
Insurance 20,000.00 26,507.13 26,000.00 26,000.00
Unemployment Compensation 1,100.00 731.13 800.00 800.00
Health Insurance 8,500.00 7 , 778.
3
2 10,500.00 10,500.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $723,360.75 $646,243.42 $966,707.25 $986,007.25
Not Recommended by Budged Committee 1985 - $5,700.00
Less Amount Of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Taxes 571 , 102.00
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School & County Taxes $414,905.25
Estimated Actual Selectmen's Estimated
Revenues Revenue Budget Revenues
Sources of Revenue 1984 1984 1985 1985
TAXES
Resident Taxes 17,000.00 17,820.00 17,000.00 17,000.00
Yield Taxes 5,000.00 13,492.88 8,000.00 8,000.00
Int. & Penalties on Taxes 10,500.00 10,705.21 10,500.00 10,500.00
Inventory Penalties 600.00 490.00 500.00 500.00
Boat Fees 3,000.00 3,847.00 3,500.00 3,500.00
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES
Shared Revenue - Block Grant 36 , 000 . 00 85,819.03 40,000.00 40,000.00
Hwy. Black Grant 50,860.00 50,860.80 58,977.00 58,977.00
Reimb. a/c St. -Fed. Forest 1,500.00 2,137.88 1,500.00 1,500.00
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 113,000.00 148,022.00 138,000.00 138,000.00
Dog Licenses 2,200.00 2,556.64 2,200.00 2,200.00
Bs. Lie. Prmt. & Flng Fees 700.00 412.00 400.00 400.00
Fines/Forfeits 150.00 288.00 250.00 250.00
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income from Depts. 32,485.00 38,602.84 36,275.00 36,275.00
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Interest on Deposits 18,000.00 42,799.24 30,000.00 30,000.00




Withdrawal from Cap. Res. 47,000.00 44,999.00 29,000.00 32,000.00
Revenue Sharing Fund 21 ,000.00 21 ,000.00 33,000.00 33,000.00
TOTAL REVENUES & CREDITS $358,995.00 $483,852.52 $554,102.00 $571,102.00
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TOWN MEETING - 1984
Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the voters of
Town of Chesterfield, New Hampshire, called at the Town the
Hall in said Town on Tuesday, March 13, 1984.
The town hall bell was rung by selectmen, James
Milani .
The meeting was called to order at lOo'clock in
the forenoon by the moderator, Carl A. Johnson, who read
the warrant through Articles One and Two and declared
the polls open for voting by ballot for town officers
and amendments to the Zoning and Building Ordinances.
At 6:30 p.m. the town hall bell was rung and the
Moderator called the meeting to order with Warren Allen
and Ethel Mills as Assistant Moderator and Assistant
Clerk, respectively.
The Moderator declared a moment of silence in memory
of those who had passed away during the past year. The
following deceased residents were named: Robert Woodman,





pastor of the Asbury United
Methodist Church, offered prayer.
The following resolution presented by James C. Milani,
was unanimously adopted:
WHEREAS, Robert E. Woodman well and faithfully served
the Town of Chesterfield as a member and Chairman of
the Board of Selectmen, as a member and Chairman of
the Budget Committee, as a member and Chairman of the
Zoning Board of Adjustment, as a Trustee of the Chester-
field Library, and in many other public and private
capacities; and
Robert E. Woodman brightened the lives of the citizens
of this Town by his wisdom, by his humor, by his sage
advice, and by the joy he both brought to and took
from lif e ; and
Robert E. Woodman especially enriched the lives of
the children of this Town and points beyond by the
example of his life, and through his efforts as an
educator, camp director, and gracious host of Road's
End Farm; and
We are diminished both as a Town and as individuals
by his passing on December 11th, 1983,
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NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that this Town Meeting of
March 13th, 1984 be gratefully and respectfully dedicated
to the memory of Robert E. Woodman; and
That this Resolution become a part of the permanent
records of this Town; and
That a copy of this Resolution be presented to the
family of Mr. Woodman.
A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion
made by Paul Boroski and seconded by Lawrence Thomas
to dispense with the reading of the warrant, and the
moderator would read each article as it was considered.
ARTICLE 3. A motion was made by James Milani and
supported by Gary Winn to raise and appropriate the sum
of $175,000.00 to construct a new Highway Garage and
authorize the Selectmen, under the Municipal Finance
Act, to borrow this amount to be paid for in seven (7)
years. Voted by voice vote on motion made by James Milani
and supported by Gary Winn to amend Article 3 and change
the amount to be raised to the sum of $190,000.00 and
this sum to be paid back in five (5) years. Vote declared
by the Moderator to be carried in the negative.
Voted by voice vote on motion made by Paul Boroski
and seconded by Richard Paul to amend Article 3 to raise
the sum of $175,000.00 and this sum to be paid back in
five (5) years. Vote declared by the Moderator to be
carried in the affirmative.
After considerable discussion the Moderator ended
debate and a vote by paper ballot was held. The result
of this vote was "Yes" 52 and "No" 62. The Moderator
declared the vote in the negative and the article did
not pass .
ARTICLE 4. A voice vote was in the affirmative
on a motion made by James Milani and seconded by Charles
Johnson to use the same method of collecting taxes for
the ensuing year as was used the previous year.
ARTICLE 5. A voice vote was in the affirmative
on a motion made by Charles Johnson and seconded by William
Mitchell to allow a 2% discount on property taxes paid
up to fourteen (14) days after the tax bills have been
mailed
.
ARTICLE 6. A voice vote was in the affirmative
on motion made by Frank Seay and supported by William
Mitchell to authorize the selectmen to borrow money in
anticipation of taxes.
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ARTICLE 7. The report of the Budget Committee was
given by the chairman, Michael Wiggin, who stated the
committee had met the required number of times as required
by law plus numerous other times, and the committee approved
the budget as presented in the Town Report. Mr. Wiggin
expressed his concern of the problems facing the town
in the future. He expressed his appreciation to all
the budget committee members over the past six years
for their work and cooperation.
ARTICLE 8. A voice vote was in the affirmative
on a motion made by Charles Johnson and supported by
Gary Winn to raise and appropriate the following sums
as approved by the Budget Committee:
1. Town Officer's Salaries
2. Town Officers' Expenses




5'. Town Hall and Other Buildings
6. Planning & Zoning & Building Inspector
7. Legal Expenses





13. Town Road Maintenance
14. Repair and Upkeep (Highway Vehicles)
15. Street Lighting
16. Solid Waste Disposal
17. Health Department
18. Animal Control
19. General Assistance (Welfare)
20. Old Age Assistance
21. Library
22. Parks & Recreation
23. Patriotic Purposes
24. Interest - Long Term Notes
25. Interest - Tax Anticipation Notes








ARTICLE 10. A voice vote was in the affirmative
on a motion made by John Leahy and supported by Charles
Johnson to appropriate $5,000.00 for a computer and asso-
ciated hardware and software and authorize the withdrawal
of the amount required for this purpose from the Federal
Revenue Sharing Fund.
ARTICLE 11. A voice vote was in the affirmative
on a motion made by Joan Dittrich and seconded by John
Leahy to pass over this article to appropriate the sum
of $1,150.00 for the services provided to the town by
the Juvenile Conference Committee or act in any manner
relating thereon.
ARTICLE 17. A voice vote was in the affirmative on a
motion made by Frank Seay and seconded by William Mitchell
to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000.00 to be
added to the Fire Equipment Capital Reserve Fund for
a 4" hose truck, with a pump for the Chesterfield Fire
Department
.
ARTICLE 18. A voice vote was in the affirmative
on a motion made by Frank Seay and supported by Elizabeth
Benjamin to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,400.00
to be added to the Parks and Recreation Building Reserve
Fund, being the balance of expenses and income earned
in 1983, or act in any manner thereon.
ARTICLE 19. A voice vote was in the affirmative
on a motion made by Lawrence Thomas and seconded by Wayne
Winn to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 to
be added to the Highway Equipment Capital Reserve Fund.
ARTICLE 20. A voice vote was in the affirmative
on a motion made by Richard Paul and seconded by Gary
Winn to raise and appropriate the sum of $57,000.00 for
a new Highway Dump Truck and authorize the withdrawal
of $47,000.00 for that purpose from the Highway Depart-
ment Equipment Reserve Fund, also authorizing the Selectmen
to sell or trade the 1976 International Dump truck.
ARTICLE 21. A voice vote was in the affirmative
on a motion made by Wayne Winn and supported by Lawrence
Thomas to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000 for
tarring town roads.
ARTICLE 22. A motion was made by James Milani and
seconded by Lawrence Thomas to appropriate the sum of
$25,000.00 for the construction and reconstruction of
roads. A voice vote was in the negative on a motion
made by Michael Wiggin and seconded by Frank Seay to
amend Article 22 to read: "to appropriate the sum of
$25,000.00 for the construction and reconstruction of
roads, that this work be definite as to location and
scope and that competitive bids be sought for this work".
A voice vote was in the affirmative on Article 22
as read.
ARTICLE 23. A voice vote was in the affirmative
on motion made by Charles Johnson and seconded by James
Milani to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,919.25
to help support the work of the Monadnock Family and
Mental Health Service.
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ARTICLE 24. A voice vote was in the affirmative
on a motion made by Charles Johnson and supported by
Lawrence Thomas to appropriate the sum of $9,141.50 to
be paid to Mr. Michael Bentley, for legal service and
expense, in connection with the successful re-evaluation
of the property occupied by Spofford Hall.
ARTICLE 25. A voice vote was in the affirmative
on a motion made by Wayne Winn and seconded by Paul Boroski
to accept equipment valued at $2,500.00 from the West
Chesterfield Engine and Hose Company.
ARTICLE 26. A motion was made by Richard Paul and
seconded by Richard Chickering to authorize the selectmen
to sell by bid the 1955 Ford truck (West Chesterfield
Fire Department) with the proceeds to be used toward
the purchase of a 4-wheel drive forestry vehicle for
West Chesterfield Fire Department with the remainder
to be accepted for this purpose from the West Chesterfield
Engine and Hose Co.
A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion
made by Paul Boroski and seconded by James Milani to
amend the article to read, "to authorize the selectmen
to sell the 1955 Ford Truck (West Chesterfield Fire Depart-
ment) with the proceeds to be used toward the purchase
of a 4-wheel drive forestry vehicle for West Chester-
field Fire Department, and to further authorize the town
to accept such a vehicle from the West Chesterfield Engine
& Hose Co. upon its purchase by that organization." The
vote on the article as amended was in the affirmtive.
ARTICLE 27. A voice vote was in the affirmative
on a motion made by James Milani and seconded by John
Leahy to amend the article to read, "to accept pagers
with the value of $1,897.00 from the Chesterfield Fire
Department"
.
ARTICLE 28. A voice vote was in the affirmative
on a motion made by Charles Johnson and supported by
F. Stratton Morse to authorize the board of selectmen
to apply for, accept and expend money from the state,
federal or another governmental unit or a private source
which becomes available during the year in accordance
with the procedures set forth in RSA 31:95-b.
ARTICLE 29. A voice vote was in the affirmative
on a motion made by Charles Johnson and seconded by William
Mitchell to authorize the selectmen to convey property
acquired by the town by tax collector's deed by public
auction or advertised sealed bid or in such other manner
as determined by the selectmen as justice may require.
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ARTICLE 30. A voice vote was in the affirmative
on a motion made by James Milani and seconded by William
Mitchell to accept the amount of $1,300.00 from the State
of New Hampshire for the tax deeded lot shown as 13-H-
24 on the tax map being located on the corner of the
Poor Road and Route 9.
ARTICLE 31. A voice vote was in the negative on
a motion made by Frank Seay and seconded by William Mitchell
to pass over this article.
A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion
made by John Leahy and supported by Joan Dittrich to
authorize the selectmen to use a computer service.
ARTICLE 32. A voice vote was in the affirmative
on a motion made by Merton Yeaton and seconded by Paul
Krachenfel to accept the following roads at such time
as all requirements have been met and approved by the
selectmen
:
Mill Road - from Old Ferry Road to Route 9
Split Oak Road
ARTICLE 33. A voice vote was in the negative on
a motion made by James Milani and seconded by Jane Allen
to discontinue Channel Road.
ARTICLE 34. A motion was made by James Milani and
supported by John Leahy to discontinue the following
roads :
Mitchell Road off Gulf Road
Dexter Thomas Road off Stage Road
Lasky Drive off Pond Brook Road
Wrobels Road off Glebe Road
Old Swanzey Road from Tuttle Road to Rt 9
At the time of the reconstruction of Route 9:
North side of Atherton Hill Road, from Rt 9
to Church Street
Glebe Road from Route 9 to Forest Avenue
A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion
made by Paul Boroski and seconded by Charles Johnson
to amend the article to read, "to discontinue Old Swanzey
Road from Tuttle Road to Route 9 and at the time of the
reconstruction of Route 9 discontinue northside of Atherton
Hill Road, from Route 9 to Church Street, and Glebe
Road from Route 9 to Forest Avenue. Mitchell Road, Dexter




ARTICLE 35. A voice vote was in the affirmative on a
motion made by Seigfried Richter and seconded by
Margritt Richter to amend this article to read, "to dis-
continue the following roads, subject to gates and bars:
Old Swanzey Road from the junction of the
Cobble Hill Road to the Swanzey Line.
Woods Road off Holman Hill Road and Erbhof Road off Atherton
Hill Road would not be discontinued.
A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion
made by Paul Boroski and seconded by Warren Allen to
accept Articles 36 through 39 as printed and to dispense
with the reading of same. These articles as adopted
are as follows
.
ARTICLE 36. The town voted to accept the following
to be added to the Morris Friedsam Cemetery Fund, the
income to be used for perpetual care in said cemetery
and to be known as follows:
Edith Brooks $100.00
Stanley E. Brooks, Jr. & Edith Brooks Trust Fund
Shailer & Elli Herrick 100.00
Shailer A. Jr. & Elli M. Herrick Trust Fund
Jack & Nancy Hine 200.00
Jack & Nancy Faulkner Hine Trust Fund
H. Thayer & Margaret Kingsbury 200.00
H. Thayer & Margaret Faulkner Kingsbury Trust Fund
Robert & Melissa Wormer 100.00
Robert A. & E. Melissa Wormer Trust Fund
William & Prudence Mitchell 100.00
William M. & Prudence S. Mitchell Trust Fund
Leonard & Marilyn Stoddard 400.00
Leonard L. & Marilyn J. Stoddard Trust Fund
Priscilla Chamberlin 100.00
Paul G. & Priscilla G. Chamberlin Trust Fund
ARTICLE 37. The town voted to accept the following
to be added to the Spofford Cemetery Annex Fund, the
income to be used for perpetual care in said cemetery
and to be known as follows:
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Edward & Wendalyn Kozich $200.00
Edward J. & Wendalyn L. Kozich Trust Fund
Frank & Florence Woodbury 300.00
Frank. E. & Florence L. Woodbury Trust Fund
Marion L. Pickering 100.00
Stanley T. & Marion L. Pickering Trust Fund
ARTICLE 38. The town voted to accept the sum
of $100.00 from Edna F. Welch and Fred W. Hopkins to
be added to the Fred W. Hopkins Trust Fund for the care
of Lot #17 (New #) in Spofford Cemetery.
ARTICLE 39. The town voted to accept the following
with the income from same to be paid to the Chesterfield
West Cemetery Association for perpetual care and upkeep
of the following:
Merrill F. Williams $150.00
Mary & Merrill F. Williams Trust Fund Lot 90W
Susan J. Foley 125.00
Norman Farr Trust Fund Norman Farr Lot #189
Myron R. Ingalls, Jr
Myron R. Ingalls, Sr
& Myron Ingalls, Jr.
Myron R. Ingalls, Sr
Fund Lot #75
200.00
Myron Ingalls, Jr. Trust
Harold L. & Jessie M. Hammond 150.00
Harold L. & Jessie Hammond Trust Fund Lot #56W
Archibald & James Humphrey 200.00
Davis-Humphrey Trust Fund Davis-Humphrey Lot #70
Harold L. Rawson & Dorothy Rawson 200.00
Harold L. & Marilyn C. Rawson Lot #54








to enact an im
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systems ; provi
0. A voice vote was
such safeguards as are necessary and reasonable to ensure
mutual and mutually verifiable complaince on the parts
of both nations".
ARTICLE 41.
For three Budget Committee for three years:
Robert H. Beard 184
Raymond W. Egan, Jr. 185
April G. McDonald 124
Alfred Burley 66
Paul J. Krachenfels 47
Marilyn V. Raylor 107
Terry Wiggin 107
Merton L. Yeaton, Jr 79
(Declared elected)
For Trustee of Trust Fund for three years:
Lorraine 0. Gates 294
For Supervisor of the Checklist for six years:
Clifford E. White 296
The vote on the question, "Shall the provisions of
Chapter 171-A of the Revised Laws relative to playing
games of Beano be adopted in this town?", was in the
af f irmat ive
.
"Yes" 161 "No" 7 2
ARTICLE 2. The vote by ballot on the adoption of the
amendments to the Zoning Ordinances resulted as follows:
1. The vote was in the affirmative to amend Section
II, General Provisions, Paragraph 2.03 by establish-
ing minimum requirements for the development of the
Commercial and/or Light Industrial Districts.
"Yes" 196 "No" 8!
The vote was in the affirmative to amend Section II,
General Provisions, Paragraph 2.04 by the addition
of phrasing to claify that frontage shall be measured
along a Class V (or better) road.
"Yes" 195 "No "85
The vote was in the affirmative to amend Section
II, General Provisions, Paragraph 2 . 04A by a complete
revision of the existing business and home occupation
sign ordinance.
"Yes" 163 "No" 104
The vote was in the affirmative to amend Section
II, General Provisions, Paragraph 2.08A by the addition
of a statement that clarifies that excavations opened
for the sale of clay, sod, sand, gravel or crushed
stone shall be reviewed for complaince with applicable
New Hampshire State statues.
Yes" 203 "No" 68
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The vote was in the affirmative to amend Section XII,
Definitions by the addition of a definition for "Home
Occupation" and then amend Section II, General Provision,
Paragraph 2.12 by the addition of provisions to protect
the residential appearance of structure(s) and property
used for ahome occupation.
"Yes" 192 "No" 8 3
To amend Section V, Cluster Zoning:
The vote was in the negative to amend Subsection
5.02(f): By reducing the minimum land size required
for a cluster development from thirty (30) acres
to eighteen (18) acres.
Yes" 97 "No" 187
The vote was in the affirmative to amend Subsection
5.02(G)(3): By increasing the minimum parking facil-
ities required per dwelling unit from one and one-
half (H) parking spaces per dwelling unit to two
(2) spaces per dwelling unit.
"Yes" 158 "No" 116
The vote was in the negative to amend Subsection
5.02(G)(5): By increasing the number of allowable
dwelling units allowed per single structure from
four (4) dwelling units to six (6) dwelling units.
"Yes" 125 "No" 155
The vote was in the affirmative to amend Section
VI, Apartment Zoning, Subsection 6.02(F) by increasing
the minimum parking facilities required per dwelling
unit from one and one-half (lj) parking





"Yes" 170 "No" 101
The vote was in the affirmative to amend Section
XII, Definitions by alphabetizing definitions and
by the addition of subsections giving reference to
the location and/or method of derivation for words
or phrases not defined in these ordinances.
"Yes" 184 "No" 61
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The vote was in the affirmative to amend Section XII,
Definitions by the addition of Definitions for:
Accessory Building. Accessory Use, Apartment Housing,
Building, Cluster Housing, Dwelling, Dwelling Unit,
Dwelling (Two-Family), Dwelling (Multi-Family), Family,
Lot, Non-Conforming Use, Non-Conforming Structure,
Sign, Structure, and Use.
"Yes" 181 "No" 76
10. The vote was in the affirmative to amend Section
XII, Definitions by the revision of Definitions for:
Frontage
.
Building Regulations to supplement those adopted
in 1983 in support of the National Flood Insurance
Program, pursuant to RSA 156 as follows:
6. New and replacement water and sewer systems shall
be designed to minimize infiltration and exfil-
tra t ion
.
"Yes" 202 "No" 70
7. On site waste disposal systems shall be de-
signed to avoid impairment to them or contamin-
ation from them during flooding.






Proceedings of the Special Town Meeting of the voters
of the Town of Chesterfield, New Hampshire, called at
the Town Hall in said Town on Monday evening, November
12, 1984 at 7:00 PM.
The meeting was called to order at 7:05 PM by the
Moderator, Carl A. Johnson, and the Warrant for the meeting
was read by him.
The article of the Warrant was disposed of as follows:
ARTICLE 1. A voice vote was in the affirmative on
a motion made by James C. Milani and supported by William
Mitchell to create a special unpaid committee to be known
as a Regional Refuse Disposal Planning Committee consisting
of three (3) persons to be appointed by the Moderator
pursuant to RSA 53-B:l. This committee shall study the
advisability of establishing a Regional Refuse Disposal
District; may not obligate the Town in any way; and shall
report back to the Selectmen and the Town for further
action at subsequent Town Meeting.





STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES
This is to certify that the information contained in
the report was taken from official records and is correct
to the best of our knowledge and belief.
We hereby request that the Department of Revenue
Administration compute the rate of municipal, school,
fire districts and county taxes separately.




October 4, 1984 Selectmen of Chesterfield
APPROPRIATIONS
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Town Officers' Salaries $ 36,500.00
Town Officers' Expenses 18,150.00
Election & Registration Expenses 1,350.00
Cemeteries 13,460.00
General Government Buildings 13,410.00
Planning & Zoning 4,375.00
Legal Expenses 2,500.00

















Hospitals and Ambulances 12,250.00
Animal Control 250.00
Chesterfield Home Health Agency 7,500.00
Monadnock Family & Mental Health 1,919.25
Meals on Wheels 500.00
WELFARE
General Assistance 13,000.00
Old Age Assistance 9,000.00
CULTURE AND RECREATION
Library 6,500.00
Parks & Recreation 12,975.00
Patriotic Purposes 200.00
DEBT SERVICE
Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation Notes 23,000.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Dredge Boat Landing 1,500.00




Payments to Capital Reserve Funds:
Highway Equipment 25,000.00
Parks & Recreation Building Fund 8,400.00
Fire Truck Capital Reserve 4" Hose Truck 15,000.00
MISCELLANEOUS




Reimbursement/ Michael Bentley 9,141.50









Land Use Change Tax 4,000.00
Boat Fees 3,000.00
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES
Shared Revenue-Block Grant 29,892.00
Highway Block Grant 50,860.00
Reimb. a/c State-Federal Forest Land 1,591.00
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 113,000.00
Dog Licenses 2,200.00
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 700.00
Fines & Forfeits 150.00
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income from Departments 32,485.00
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Interests on Deposits 36,000.00
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve 47,000.00
Revenue Sharing Fund 21,000.00
Fund Balance 100,000.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS $ 477,528.00
Total Town Appropriations 703,360.75
Total Revenues and Credits 477 , 528. 00
Net Town Appropriations $ 225,832.75
New School Assessment 1,144,663.00
County Tax Assessment 186 , 931 . 00
Total of Town, School and County $1,557,426.75
Deduct: Total Business Profits Tax Reimb. 55,927.00
Add: War Service Credits 15,950.00
Overlay 30,864.00
Property Taxes to be Raised $1,548,313.75





Fire Dept. (Spofford) .78
Fire Dept. (Chestfld.
and W. Chestfld. ) 1.19
Amount of Taxes to be Committed $1,564,020.00
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Trailers, Mobile Homes (59) 550,650.00
Total Valuation before Exemption Allowed $73,170,210.00
Blind Exemptions (3) 40,050.00
Elderly Exemptions (36) 412,600.00
Chapel & Land (1) 45,300.00
Total Exemptions Allowed $ 497,950.00
Net Valuation on which the Tax Rate




Trailers, Mobile Homes (19) 158,800. 00
Total Valuation before Exemptions Allowed $40,787,300.00
Blind Exemptions (1) 13,350.00
Elderly Exemptions (13) 143,850.00
Chapel (1) 45,300.00
Total Exemptions Allowed $ 202,500.00
Net Valuation on which the Tax Rate
is computed $40,584,800.00
Number of Individuals Applying for an Elderly Exemption
in 1984 and Granted:
13 at $ 5,000.00
11 at 10,000.00
12 at 20,000.00
Current Use Exemption for 1984:
Total Number of Individual Property Owners who were
granted Current Use Exemptions in 1984:
36
Current Use Exemption for 1984: (cont'd)
Total Number of Acres Exempted in 1984


















Total # of Individual Property Owners in Current Use: 129
Total # of Acres Taken Out of Current Use During Year: 37.48
Total # of Acres Exempted Under Current Use: 11,546.59
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For the Calendar Year Ended December 31, 1984
This is to certify that the information contained in
this report was taken from official records and is com-
plete to the best of our knowledge and belief.






Revenue Sharing $ 36,928.04




Highway Equipment Reserve Fund 4,306.20
Fire Equipment Fund 20,386.49
Parks & Recreation Bldg Reserve Fund 13,522.30
Total Capital Reserve Funds 38,214.99
Accounts Due to the Town:
Due from State: Rt 9 Project Mapping Reimb. 740.00
Other bills due Town:
Workmen's Comp Fund 1,771.46
Welfare Reimb. 78.08
Cemetery Commission 737.91
Total Accounts Due to the Town 3,327.45
Unredeemed Taxes:
Levy of 1983 49,665.62
Levy of 1982 28,321.55
Levy of 1981 8,521.80
Previous Years 1,796.86
Total Unredeemed Taxes 88,305.83
Uncollected Taxes:
Levy of 1984 320,135.13
Levy of 1983 1 , 2 87 . 1
7
Levy of 1982 1,776.00
Previous Years 4,210. 16
Total Uncollected Taxes 327,408.46
TOTAL ASSETS $1,206,497.55
Fund Balance - December 31, 1983 230,005.90
Fund Balance - December 31, 1984 243,666.42
Change in Financial Condition $ 13,660.52
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LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed by the Town:
Unexpended Bal of Bond & Note Funds $ 47,742.73
Unexpended Revenue Sharing Funds 34,184.31
Due to State:
Dog License Fees Collec ted-Not Remitted 176.00
Yield Tax Deposits (Escrow Acc't) 10,850.10
School District Tax Payable 831 ,663.00
Total Accounts Owed by the Town $ 924,616.14
Capital Reserve Funds:
Highway Equipment Fund 4,306.20
Fire Equipment Fund 20,386.49
Parks & Recreation Bldg Reserve Fund 13,522.30
Total Capital Reserve Funds 38,214.99
TOTAL LIABILITIES 962,831.13




Property Taxes - 1984 $1,240,231.13
Resident Taxes - 1984 16,140.00
Nat'l Bank Stock Taxes - 1984 .33
Yield Yaxes - 1984 8,423.43
Property Taxes & Yield Taxes - Previous Yrs 282,331.20
Resident Taxes - Previous Years 1,680.00
Land Use Change Tax - Current & Prior Yrs 4,290.00
Int. rec'd on Delinquent Taxes 10,465.21
Panalties: Resident Taxes 240.00
Tax sales redeemed 111,603.94
Total Taxes Collected & Remitted 1,675,405.24
Intergovernmental Revenues - State
Shared Revenue 85,819.03
Highway Block Grant 50,860.80
Reimb. a/c State-Fed Forest Land 2,137.88
Intergovernmental Revenues - Federal
Conservation Commission 543.00
Total Intergovernmental Revenues 139,360.71
Licenses and Permits
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 148,022.00
Dog Licenses 2,556.64
Bus. Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 880.00
Fines & Forfeits 275.00
Total Licenses and Permits 151,733.64
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Charges for Services
Income from Departments 13,190.60
Rent of Town Property 2,643.63
Parks & Recreation 18,943.97
Planning & Zoning 1,386.31
Building Inspector 5,728.97
Total Charge for Services 41,893.48
Miscellaneous Revenues
Interest on Deposits 48,062.03
Sale of Town Property 1,580.00
Boat Fees 3,847.00
Total Miscellaneous Revenues 53,489.03
Other Financing Sources
Withdrawal from Capital Reserve 44,999.00
Revenue Sharing Entitlement Funds 33,438.92
Insurance Adjustments 3,579.73
Refunds 8,401.38
Total Other Financing Sources 90,419.03
Non-Revenue Receipts
New Trust Funds rec'd during Year 1,550.00
Proceeds of Tax Anticipation Notes 550,000.00
Yield Tax Security Deposits 10,850.10
Misc. 225.04
Total Non-Revenue Receipts 562,625.14
TOTAL RECEIPTS from all sources $2,714,926.27




Town Officers' Salaries $ 36,360.50
Town Officers' Expenses 17,363.18
Election & Registration Expenses 1,639.94
General Government Bldgs 14,887.25
Planning and Zoning 1,644.97
Legal Expenses 2,389.01
Advertising & Regional Association 2,555.00
Cemeteries 13, 785.00








Total Public Safety Expenses
Highways, Street, Bridges
Town Maintenance
General Highway Department Expenses
Street Lighting
Tarring
Total Highways and Bridges Expenses














































Reimb. /Legal Fees - Michael Bentley
Total Capital Outlay
Operating Transfers Out
Payments to Capital Reserve Funds:
Highway Equipment Fund
Parks & Recreation Building Fund
Fire Truck Fund
Transfer a/cs


















Total Miscellaneous Expenses 48,848.82
Unclassified
Payments on Tax Anticipation Notes 550,000.00
Taxes bought by town 76,525.14
Discounts, Abatements, and Refunds 5,031.73
New Trust Funds 1 , 350 . 00
Total Unclassified Expenses 632,906.87
Payments to other Governmental Divisions
Payment to State a/c Dog & Marriage Lie Fees 731.00
Taxes paid to County 186,931.00
Payments to Precincts 31,656.00
Payments to School Districts: 1984 Tax 734,118.00
1985 Tax 313,000.00
Total Payments to Other Governmn'l Divisions 1,266,436.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS for all purposes 2,557,803.30
Cash on Hand - December 31, 1984 749,240.82
GRAND TOTAL $3,307,044.12
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $ 277,450.00
Furniture and Equipment 13,000.00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings 34,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 5,000.00
Police Department Equipment 18,000.00
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 37,750.00
Equipment 120,000.00
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 37,000.00
Equipment 215,000.00
Materials and Supplies 1,000.00
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 402,000.00
Schools, Lands and Buildings, Equipment 658,950.00






All Other Property and Equipment
Solid Waste Transfer Land & Bldg. 31,750.00
5K-A-3 Channel Road 51,650.00
7-A-7 Blodgett/Ricci Land 3,000.00




Statement of Revenue Expenditures
Encumberances and Fund Balance





TOTAL AVAILABLE FUNDS $55,184.31
Less Expenditures
Ambulance Service $ 3,000.00
Computer 4,309.75
Town Hall Repairs 10,946. 52
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $18,256.27
Available Funds - Decmeber 31, 1984 $36,928.04
(June 30, 1984)
We have examined the accounts and records of the Revenue
Sharing Fund of the Town of Chesterfield, NH for the fis-
cal year ended Demceber 31, 1984 (June 30, 1984).
Clifford E. White
February 1, 1985 JoAnn T. Morse
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REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
For the Year 1984
RECEIPTS
Dog Licenses for 1983
8 Issued 12.50























TOTAL RECEIPTS $151,594. 14
PAYMENTS
Clerk's Fee for Issuing





















Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1984
Uncollected Taxes 12/31/83 and
1984 Taxes committed to Collector
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Nat'l Bank Stock Taxes









Interest Collected on Delinquent
Property Taxes
Penalties Collected on Resident Taxes
Dr.
SUMMARY OF TAX SALE ACCOUNTS
As of December 31, 1984
Dr.
Previous
Tax Sales of Levies of: 1983 1982 1981 Years
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes -
Beginning of Fiscal Year $50,057.57 $36,414.31 $15,154.08
Subsequent Tax Payment 318.06
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year $76,784.77
Interest Collected After Sale 1,430.97 4,537.15 8,732.04 6,425.21
Redemption Costs 266.40 200.20 105.70 58.38




Redemptions $27,030.85 $21,618.53 $28,097.60 $13,100.91
Interest & Costs After Sale 1,697.37 4,737.35 8,837.74 6,483.59
Abatements During Year 88.30 117.49 112.97 256.31
Unredeemed Taxes -
End of Fiscal Year 49,665.62 28,321 .55 8,521 .80 1 ,796.86
TOTAL CREDITS $78,482. 14 $54,794.92 $45,570. 11 $21,637.67
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REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER
For the year 1984
Margaret Johnson Tax Collector
1984 Property Taxes 22535 95
Less Discount -2 : $1,227,127.49
? 9 fi 512.14
1983 Property Taxes 128 48




1983 Fire Dist. Tax
8,694.50
1982 Fire Dist. Tax 967*61
1981 Fire Dist. Tax
*
1984 Resident Tax *
', 80 00
1983 Resident Tax 66 00
1984 Resident Penalties Wa'oO
1983 Resident Penalties 543*05




1984 Yield Tax ' 23
'
30
1983 Yield Tax 046*15
1982-81 Yield Tax
4 290 00
1984 Land Use Charge 41 20
1984 Interest







1981 Interest ' 33
National Bank Stock 49000
1983 Inventory Penalties 15*00
1983 Bad Check Charge 603*94




Rec'd in Dec. -Bad Ck . not
Replaced 10.00
$1,675,420.24
Betsey Chickering - Town Clerk l48>022 . 00
1984 Motor Vehicles 8 50
1983 Dog Licenses ' u
1984 Dog Licenses '210*00
1984 Parking Fines 468*00
1984 Marriage Licenses
March Town Meeting - Filing ^- qq
Delegate to Con - Con ^* oo




State of New Hampshire
State Rev. Sharing Block Grant 85,819.03
Hwy. Block Grant 48,050.28
Supplmnt'l Hwy. Block Grant 2,810.52
Recreation & Forest Land 1,648.10
Fed. Forest Land 489.78





Interest on Workmen's Comp.











Tiny Tots Kindrgrt'n - Reimb.
Home Health Care - Reimb.
Reimb. to Hwy. for Gasoline
Town Office - Copies
Town Office - Maps
Hwy. State Tax
Selectmen - Blasting Permit
NH Municipal Unempl. Comp. Reimb.
Insurance Adjustments




Sale of 4 Ladder Back Chairs
Stop Payment on Lost Check
Chesterfield Cablevision-Franchise
Reimb. 1983 Tax Mtg. -Lunch
Chesterfield Library
Reimb. - Fire Extinguisher
Westmoreland - Reimb. Forest Fire
Reimb. for Welfare
Reimb. for Town Office Expense
Conservation-Transfer to Gen. Fund
Trustee of Trust Funds-Cap. Res. Fund
Indian Head Nat'l Bank
Tax Anticipation Note
Interest - 1984 Investments
Correction on Check
Re-Purchase Agreement










































TOTAL RECEIPTS - 1984
Balance - January 1, 1984
TOTAL EXPENDITURES - 1984
Re-Purchase Agreement - 12/31/84







Indian Head Nat'l Bank
Re-Purchase Agree. December 31, 1984 595,000.00
Savings Accounts
18626 Svgs Bk of Walpole - Civil Defense 2,934.55
01-046654 Indian Head Nat'l Bk-Conservsn
.
376.92
4115 Cheshire County svgs - Old HOme Day 427.09
Federal Revenue Sharing Account
Balance - January 1, 1984 2,463.61
1984 US Treasury Entitlement 32,909.00
Transfer 1983 Entitlement-Choice Invstmt. 18,968.00
Transfer Interest- 1 983 Investments 843.70
Total Receipts - 1984 $55,184.31
Total Expenditures - 1984 18,256.27
Transfer 1984 Entitlements to Choice Invstmt. 32 ,909.00
$ 4,019.04
Indian Head National Bank
9178-3010 Choice Investment $32,909.00
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Town Clerk: Salary 2,300.00
Motor Vehicle 4,997.50
Tax Collector: Salary 3,000.00
Resident Tax 891.50
Treasurer: Salary 2,500.00




Supervisors of Checklist 573.50







Treasurer 338 . 17




Meeting & Conferences 710.26
Dues 826.75
Tax Map Updating 1,476.00









Advertising 274 . 45
1,639.94
Cemeteries $ 13,785.00
Town Hall & Other Buildings:
Supplies 655.58
Services 2,433.54
Maintenance & Repairs 4,205.95
Fuel 4,467.77
Janitor 1,268.70




Civil Defense $ 181.20
Forest Fires 494. 56
TOTAL PUBLIC SAFETY $ 72,862.31





Gravel, Sand & Stone 4,828.00
Rented Equipment 4,598.25
Gas, Oil & Diesel Fuel 18,467.70
Heat for Barn 1,526.71
Chains 354.50
Salt 21,192.66
Plows, Cutting Edges, Etc. 3,862.35
Chloride 2,667.80
Asphalt & Patch 2,050.73
Blocks & Covers 397.90








Miscellaneous 639 . 99
$ 133,899.93










Gravel & Stone 1,277.24
Asphalt & Hot Mix 2,179.25
Rented Equipment 4,128.00
Culverts 2,260.73
Blocks, Covers, Etc. 434.56







r • U-- $ 9,918.17Street Lighting * '-
TOTAL HIGHWAY, STREETS & BRIDGES $
227,877.57
SANITATION
Solid Waste Disposal 8,076.60
Contract
Q ^ Q6 5Q












Ambulance Service (FRS 3000) 147.00
Animal Control nft n0
Chesterfield Home Health 500.00
Meals on Wheels q 1 q
*
? s





General Assistance 25 2g





































TOTAL CULTURE & RECREATION $ 22,179.04
DEBT SERVICE
Interest Temporary Loans $ 27,377.77
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Town Hall/Office Renovations (FRS) 10,946.52
Dredge Boat Landing - Rte. 9A 1,042.35
Computer (FRS) 4,309.75
Reimb. /Legal Fees - Michael Bentley 9,141.50
TOTAL CAPITAL OUTLAY $ 25,440.12
CAPITAL RESERVE PAYMENTS
Highway Equipment 25,000.00
Parks & Recreation Building Fund 8,400.00
Fire Truck Fund (4" Hose Truck w/pump) 15,000.00





Health Insurance 7 , 778. 32
TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS $ 48,848.82
UNCLASSIFIED
Payments on Tax Anticipation Notes 550,000.00
Taxes Bought by Town 76,525.14
Discounts, Abatements and Refunds 5,031.73
New Trust Funds • 1 ,350.00
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED $ 632,906.87
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PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL DIVISIONS
Payment to State
Dog License and Marriage License Fees $ 731.00
Taxes - County 186,931.00




TOTAL PAYMENTS OT OTHER GOVERNMENTAL DIV. $1,266,436.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES $2,545,551.81
A more detailed breakdown is available
at the Selectmen's Office.
AUDITOR'S REPORT
This is to certify that we have examined the records
of the Selectman, Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Trust Funds,
Town Treasurer, Spofford Fire Precinct Treasurer, Chester-
field Cemetery Commission, and Chesterfield Library
Treasurer. Errors and ommissions discovered in the course





NOTES FROM YODR ROAD AGENT
There were fourteen driveway permits issued this year.
The equipment purchased this year was a new 1984 dump
truck fully equipped for ice and snow removal. This truck
will be in service in the Spofford area for winter maintenance
The asphalt resurfacing program for 1984 was done on
the North Shore Road and completed from Route 9A to Route
63.
The Construction/Reconstruction funds were expended
1
.
Cady Lane - asphalt paving from Route 9 to
Lincoln Road.
2. Mountain Road - reconstruction, resetting
the culvert and construction new head
walls on the large Gulf Brook culvert.
3. Westmoreland Road - repair lower wing on
Mill Hill bridge.
4. Cross Road - new wing on upper side of the
bridge .
5. Gulf Road - (lower section) repair washed
out section and remove mud slide and
cleared some of brook bed. This project is





REPORT OF THE CHESTERFIELD POLICE DEPARTMENT
1984
To the Townspeople of Chesterfield:
I would like to start this report by saying Thank
You to former Chief Robert T. Mills Jr. Chief Mills gave
20 years to the Town of Chesterfield and the Police Depart-
ment and was, in all ways, truly a credit to his town,
his Department and his men.
As successor to Chief Mills I am striving to continue
his efforts to improve our service to the town. This
year, I have included a second Full-time man in the Budget.
The Police Department workload has increased steadily
over the past few years and it has become too much for
one full time man to handle and not have the service suffer.
By having a second man, criminal investigations can be
handled more completely and more efficiently, also, response
time to a complaint will be reduced in that less time
will be spent by officers ON CALL.
I also am requesting a new cruiser in 1985 to replace
the 1980 Buick. I am sure that many of you are aware
of the problems that we have had with this vehicle and
I feel that it would be a waste of money to continue to
try to repair the Buick. We will be able to cut expenses
on the new cruiser in that we will be able to use most
all of the equipment from the Buick in the new cruiser.
In closing I would like to extend an open invitation
to anyone who would like to visit the Police Station and
to meet with me. I would like to also stress that if
anyone sees a crime being committed that they do not hes-
itate to contact us through Mutual Aid. We are only as
effective as the people who will work with us.







Eric S . Sargent
Chie f of Police
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REPORT OF THE CIVIL DEFENSE DIRECTOR
There have been few changes since I took office as
Civil Defense Director.
Since coming aboard, we have installed another position,
that of Deputy Civil Defense Director with Jeffrey Titus
being appointed.
State and Federal funds have been applied for in
the hope of making yearly additions, mainly equipment,
to our department.
We have composed a map and town index and distributed
them to all of the fire departments.
With the help of the Town Office, we are in the process
of establishing our office and files in the Town Office
building
.
At present we are working on a "Hazardous Materials
Team" (HAZMAT) with a couple of people from each fire
department becoming members of the team and organizing
each fire department to work with these people.
Some of the problems we are facing in the future
are communications; fire department communications and
training. Also, each department should look toward the
future in low-band frequency: capability to better commun-
icate with our neighboring departments.
Those within the ten mile radius of Vermont Yankee
and do not have or have malfunctioning weather alert radios
may contact the Selectmen's office for this purpose.
We have six people who have returned the yellow cards
that were mailed stating that they would need assistance
in case of an emergency. These names are kept in a confi-
dential file.
We encourage anyone who feels that they may need
help in evacuating their premises during any type of disaster,
to contact the Selectmen's office and have their name




PLANNING BOARD REPORT FOR 1984
The Planning Board meets at the Town Hall at 7:30 p.m.
on the first Monday of each month, meeting 11 times during
the past year.
There were 10 subdivisions, 5 Site Plan Reviews, 4
Line Exchanges and 1 Line Adjustment approved in 1984.
Ronald Viarengo resigned during the year. His efforts
on the Planning Board were greatly appreciated. Cornelia
Jenness was appointed in Ronald's place with Joan Dittrich
and Rita Devittori appointed as alternates.
On this year's Town Meeting Ballot there will be suggested
amendments to the Zoning Ordinance that will change parcels
of property on Route 9 from Residential to Commercial /Light
Industrial zones. There are 4 petitions requesting the
change of parcels on Route 9 to go from Residential to
Commercial /Light Industrial, three of these are included
in the area being suggested by the Planning Board.
You are encouraged to call the Board members if you
have any questions on the upcoming proposed amendments.
The Board is always ready for any suggestions and
comments concerning Zoning that anyone may have. Please
feel free to contact any member of the Board.
Chesterfield Planning Board
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Zoning Board has been meeting monthly to hear
requests for variances and special exceptions. A new
application form has been in use for a short time. This
form allows the Board to have a consistent amount of in-
formation prior to the hearing so that we can be prepared
to make more efficient and fairer decisions. It must
be filed with the Board of Adjustment at least 14 days
in advance of the next meeting date. Our meeting dates
are the 2nd Tuesday of each month. If any residents of
Chesterfield need to obtain an application form, please
contact me (home phone: 363-8998).
The Board members are anxious to have feed back from
the community concerning the zoning ordinances. We as
a Board must make our decisions based on the ordinances
that the townspeople pass at Town Meetings. Yet if there





CHESTERFIELD CEMETERY COMMISSION REPORT FOR 1984
Routine care of 23 of the Town's cemeteries left
little time for special projects this year. As anyone
who cares for a lawn knows, the grass never slowed
in its growth all season. Most cemeteries were mowed
two or three times more than usually. One special
project was begun - restoration of the Beal/Latham
cemetery in Hardscrabble . This is the last of our
cemeteries needing major work. Stone repair and resetting
of fallen stones was begun. Its location on the edge
of Pisgah State Park makes it difficult to reach by
the cemetery crew, but has made it very accessable
to vandalism in past years. Little has occured since
it has become obvious that someone is caring for it.
In keeping with our goal of having all cemetery
work funded by trust fund income, we would encourage
anyone, especially those with ancestors in the older
cemeteries, to establish a new trust fund for a family
lot or even for an entire cemetery.
The commissioners would like to thank Mrs. Herbert
Linderman for the gift of a lovely tree in memory of
her husband. Planted near the well at Friedsam Cemetery,





Bank Balance - January 1, 1984 2.20
Due Town 1,555.57
Current Receipts
From Cemetery Lot Owners:
Sales of Burial Lots 200.00
New Trust Funds Established 500.00
Seasonal Care, as billed 65 . 00
$ 765.00
Other Receipts
Town Appropriation - Cemeteries 13,460.00
Care of Town Properties 2,135.82
Town Appropriation - Unanticipated Income 285.00
Unanticipated Income 315.00
$16, 195.82
Trustee of Trust Funds
1983 Income 6,954.76
1984 Income 6, 139.06
$13,093.82
Interest on Bank. Deposits 208.88
TOTAL RECEIPTS $30,263.52
GRAND TOTAL $31 ,821 . 11
EXPENDITURES
Routine Cemetery Maintenance
Sexton - Labor 4,803.25
Sexton's Crew - Labor 3,565.22
Transportation 964 . 40
$ 9,332.87
Other Maintenance Costs
Materials & Supplies 103.96





Parts & Repairs 606.04















Lot Sales & Trust Funds
TOTAL EXPENSES $31,724.00




There were 104 permits issued in 1984, the break-
down is as follows:
Houses 22
Garages 12


















PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION REPORT - 1984
During the summer of 1984, the total attendance at
Wares Grove Beach was 25,362 people. The 1984 figure
represents a 3-4% increase in non-resident attendance.
The continued growth in attendance can be attributed
to the consistantly well maintained facilities and dedicated
staff.
The summer recreation program had an approximate
total of 80 participants. The program focused more attention
on crafts and small group activities than last year.
The Commission voted to remove 10 dead and/or diseased
trees from the Wares Grove Beach. This project was completed
this Fall.
Due to winter damage, the roof on the Wares Grove
Snack Bar was replaced.
As part of the Commissions' 3 year plan to replace
the fencing at Wares Grove, section #2 has been set in place.
As in the past years, the Commission meetings are
open to the public for discussion pertaining to the operation
of our beaches and programs.
Parks & Recreation Commission
CHESTERFIELD LIBRARY REPORT - 1984
In 1984 the Library circulated the greatest number of books
and materials in its history, with total circulation at 12,148.
The previous record was in 1981 with a total of 11,949.
The summer hours have been extended, and proved very worthwhile
Hours are as follows:
Winter Summer
October 1 to June 1 June 1 to October 1
Monday 10-3 Tuesday 3-8






TRUSTEES OF THE CHESTERFIELD LIBRARY
1984 FINANCIAL REPORT
Income
Cash on Hand - Jan. 1, 1984 $ 116.86
1984 Interest from Trust Funds (see below) 2,518.98
1984 Town Appropriation (see below) 6,500.00
Memorial Fund for Imogene Chickering 50.00
Payments for Lost Books 107.90
Refund Insurance Premium 95.00
Fund Raising 506.05




Cynthia Houghton, Ass't Librarian
Cathy Schlichting, Ass't Librarian
Leona Taft, Ass't Librarian
John Mousseau, Ass't Librarian
New Books








Library Financial Report (Cont'd)
Also, it should be noted, the five year history of
Town Appropriation to the Library:
1980
FINANCIAL STATEMENT - 1984
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS, CHESTERFIELD, NH
Jane J. Allen, Treasurer
Receipts
Balance on Hand - January 1, 1984 $ 3,596.31
New Funds Created 49,750.00
Investment Dividends 14,376.94
Withdrawal of Principal
Highway Equipment 44 ,999 . 00
$112,722.25
Expenditures
New Funds Created $ 49,750.00
Memorial Day Flowers 73.50
Chesterfield Cemetery Comm.
E. Hubbard Fund $2,302.05
Spof. Cem. Annex 577.46
Freidsam Cem. 780.55
Sexton - as billed 2,479.00
Chesterfield-West Cem. Ass'n
Total Income Funds 3,622.15
As billed Funds 389.00
Library Trustees
Beckley Book Fund 68.06
Freidsam Book Fund 101.70
Hamilton Book Fund 70.30
Hubbard Book Fund 260.62
Hubbard Support Fund 1 , 762 . 13
2,262.81
Asbury United Methodist Church
Eliz. Bonney Fund 26.95
Selectmen
Hamilton Old People's Xmas 510.00
Hamilton Poor Chldrn's Xmas 92 . 00
602.00
Highway Eqipment Res. Fund 44,999.00
Chesterfield School District
Eliz. Bonney Fund 218.51





REPORT OF THE TRDST FUNDS
Balance New
Beginning Funds
Date Name of Trust Fund Purpose Invested* Year Created
1960 Etta Hubbard Town All income to Pur. Fd . $ 10,003.70
CCC KSB 5,271.24
1935 Beckley Library Purchase Books MIT 413.00
CF 1 23.00
CF 2 100.00
1976 Sallie Friedsam Lib. Purchase Books CF 1 1,000.00
1941 Frank C. Hamilton Lib. Purchase Books MIT 448.02
CF 1 100.00
1944 Etta Hubbard Library Purchase Books MIT 2,411.99
CF 1 42.15
CF 3 200.00
1962 Etta Hubbard Library General Library CCSB 7,677.69
Support CF 1 9,001.03
1931 Eliz. F. Bonney Evan. Preaching MIT 165.20
in Spofford CF 1 50.00
1941 Frank C. Hamilton Old People's MIT 502.56
Christmas CCSB 3,789.77
1941 Frank C. Hamilton Poor Children's MIT 501.15
Christmas CF 1 '22.25
CF 3 500.00
1980 Eliz. F. Bonney Support of SBW
Spofford School 2,000.00
Individual Cemetery Care of Lots Ass't
Funds & Cemeteries Investm'ts 80,208.77 $ 1,350.00
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
1959 Town of Chesterfield Highway
Equipment
1964 Town of Chesterfield Fire
Equipment
1981 Town of Chesterfield Parks &
Recreations
GRAND TOTALS
Key to "How Invested"
CCC - Chesterfield Cemetery Commission
CF - Common Fund
CCSB - Cheshire County Savings Bank
KSB - Keene Savings Bank
SBW - Savings Bank of Walpole
MIT - Massachusetts Investors Trust
Pur. Fd. - Puritan Fund, Fidelity Group
CCSB
TOWN OF CHESTERFIELD - December 31, 1984
Capital Balance Balance Income Expended Balance
Gains or Gain End Beginning During During End
(Losses ) Dividends Year Year Year Year Year
132.521 shs. $ 10,003.70 $ 1,743.05
5,271.24 559.00 2,302.05




12. 736 shs. 448.02 60. 14
100.00 10.16 70.30




9,001.03 912.39 1,762.13 .40
4.631 shs. 165.20 21.87
50.00 5.08 26.95
18.525 shs. 502.56 87.47
3,789.77 5.80 419.65 510.00 2.92
7.525 shs. 501 . 15 35.53
22.25 2.15
500.00 .78 55.35 92.00 1.81
2,000.00 218.51 218.51
Assorted








($44,999.00) $2,958.01 $163,986.51 $3,596.41 $14,376.94 $13,333.98 $4,639.37
Donors of New Funds
Katherine F. Beach $200.00
David & Joan Dittrich 100.00
Deborah & Frank Whorfe 100.00
Isabel Haneman 200.00
Joseph G. Nicoletti 100.00
Albert Clark 100.00
W. Kenneth & Hilda Lund 200.00




CHESTERFIELD HOME HEALTH AGENCY, INC.
ANNUAL REPORT - 1984
The Chesterfield Home Health Agency has agreed to
continue indefinitely its participation agreement with
Home Health Care and Community Services for the provision
of home health services to the Town of Chesterfield.
At the annual meeting on April 19, 1984, Martha Fuller
introduced Sheila Foote from the New Hampshire Department
of Education Vocational Rehabilitation Office who gave
a slide presentation on "Handicapism" . This was followed
by a discussion on the seemingly endless problems confronted
by handicapped youth and their families.
The Annual Pre-school Hearing and Vision Clinic was
held on May 23rd. Nearly 50 children were tested for
hearing and vision deficiencies resulting in a few referrals
for further testing. We urge parents to take advantage
of this yearly free clinic for pre-schoolers held in conjunc
tion with the New Hampshire Division of Maternal and Child
Health, the Chesterfield School Nurse and the Chesterfield
Home Health Agency.
A total of $467.03 was spent from Memorial Funds
for the purchase of special supplies to be used by the
Visiting Nurse in caring for the sick in Chesterfield
Homes
.
We wish to thank the residents of Chesterfield for
all the support given in the past and hope they will
continue to help us bring health care to the homes of
those who need it in the Town of Chesterfield.
Jane J . Allen
President
Present Directors
Jane Allen Audrey Ericson Dorothy O'Neil
Eleanor Betz Martha Fuller Timothy Jordan
Stella Chickering Lorraine Gates Elizabeth Wilkinson
Harriet Davenport Meta Hubner Beverly Wolf
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SERVICE REPORT
HOME HEALTH CARE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
Fiscal Year 10/01/83 to 09/30/84
The following statistics represent the home care and
community based services provided in your community this
past year .
Clinical Services // of Visit:
Skilled, Maintenance and Prevention Nursing/
Care of the Terminally 111 129
Physical Therapy 40
Homemaker 448 Hours




These services were provided to the following unduplicated
clients
:
Professional Services Adults 40
Homemaker /Home Health Aide Services Adults 3
Maternal & Child Health Services Children 4
In addition to the above, regularly scheduled blood
pressure clinics and monthly child health clinics
were available to the adults, mothers and children who
live in Chesterfield.
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CHESTERFIELD HOME HEALTH AGENCY, INC
Memorial Funds
Balance - January 1, 1984 $6,089.65
New Funds Received 140.00
Accumulated Interest 670.24
Expended 1984 467.03
Balance - January 1, 1985 $6,432.86
Memorial Fund Contributions were received in 1984







Balance - January 1, 1984 $1,229.68
Expended 1984 36.05
Accumulated Interest 65.88
Balance - January 1, 1985 $1,259.51
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TOWN OF CHESTERFIELD
FINANCIAL INFORMATION AND FUNDING REQUEST
The services provided in your community this past year
were supported to the greatest extent possible by Medicare,
Medicaid, other insurances, state and federal grants and
service fees
Nursing, Nutritionist, MSW Services 50 Visits
Home Health Aide 3 Visits
Homemaker 148 Hours
Chdld Health 1 Visit
In addition, the following service was provided at no
cost to Chesterfield residents and was supported in part
by your town appropriation.
Meals-On-Wheels 554 Meals
The total cost of free services in your town this past
year was $6,572.00.
Funding applied toward these free services was: Town
Funds (including Meals-On-Wheels ) $8,000.00.
The balance of funding from your community was needed
to support uncovered expenses incurred in relation to
child health services, clinic activities and the care of
the terminally ill program. In addition, those funds
insured the continuing availability of staff to provide
services as they are required in your community.
Our appropriation request for 1985 is $7,500.00 for




WARRANT FOR THE SPOFFORD FIRE DISTRICT
For the Year 1985
To the inhabitants of the Spofford Fire District
qualified to vote on the affairs of the District:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Spofford Village
Hall on Tuesday, March 19, 1985 at 7:30 p.m. to vote on
the following articles:
ARTICLE 1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing
year .
ARTICLE 2. To choose a Clerk/Treasurer for the
ensuing year
.
ARTICLE 3. To choose a Commissioner for three years,
1985, 1986, 1987.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the District will vote to accept
the budget or act thereon:
Fireman's Insurance $ 1,000.00







Gas & Oil 1,000.00
Equipment Repair s /Maintenance 2,500.00
Waterholes J, 000. 00
Radio Repairs 500.00
Building Repair s /Maintenance 2,500.00
Small Equipment 10,000.00*
Training & Dues 200.00
Truck Payment 15,000.00
Interest on Notes 5 , 000. 00
$47,850.00
ARTICLE 5. To see if the District will authorize
the Commissioners to borrow money in anticipation of Taxes
to pay current expenses.
Cont '
d
*$8,000.00 of this appropriation is to be raised through
surplus funds made available from the sale of the FWD
in accordance with Article #6 of the 1984 Precinct Warrant
voted in the affirmative on March 20, 1984.
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Fire District Warrant (cont'd)
ARTICLE 6. To see if the District will vote to operate
and maintain a First Response Rescue Service as part of
the operation of the Fire Department and further authorize
the Commissioners to do any and all things necessary to
provide said service.
ARTICLE 7. To transact any other business that may
legally come before said meeting.
Ronald Guyette




BUDGET OF THE SPOFFORD FIRE DISTRICT
For the Year 1985
Appropriations
Firemen's Insurance






































































Estimated Revenues: 18 ,450 . 78
Amt to be Raised by Taxes: $29,399.22
* $8,000.00 of this appropriation is to be raised from
surplus funds made available from the sale of the FWD
in accordance with Article #6 of the Precinct Warrant
voted in the affirmative on March 20, 1984.
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MINUTES OF THE 1984 SPOFFORD FIRE DISTRICT MEETING
The annual meeting of the Spofford Fire District was
held at the Spofford Town Hall on Tuesday, March 20,
1984. Moderator Michael P. Bentley called the meeting
to order at 7:30 p.m. Terry Wiggin moved to dispense
with the reading of the warrant. David Dennis seconded
the motion. The vote was affirmative.
ARTICLE 1 . To choose a Moderator for the ensuing
year. Motion was made by Warren G. Allen and supported
by Ronald T. Guyette to cast one balalot for Michael
P. Bentley. Voice vote was in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 2. To choose a Treasurer /Clerk for the
ensuing year. Motion by Michael Wiggin and seconded
by Ronald T. Guyette to cast one vote for Catherine
Schlichting. Vote carried in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 3. To choose a Commissioner for 3 years,
1984-85-86. Motion was made by David Dennis and seconded
by Jon Knickerbocker to elect Paul C. Dubriske. Vote
was in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the District will vote
to accept the budget or act thereon. Motion by Thomas
Allen and supported by Ronald T. Guyette to accept
the budget as read. Motion by Warren G. Allen to
amend the Fire & Liability appropriation from $3,000.00
to $3,900.00 to cover the cost of insuring the new
truck. Motion was seconded by Ronald T. Guyette.
Article #4 was adopted as amended.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the District will authorize
the Commissioners to borrow money in anticipation
of Taxes to pay current expenses. Motion made by
Terry Wiggin and seconded by Robert Beard to accept
the article as read. Motion carried in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the District will vote
to sell the 1961 FWD Fire Truck; the proceeds of such
sale to be used to purchase Hose and other equipment.
Motion was made by Warren G. Allen and supported
by Terry Wiggin to accept the Article as read. Motion
was made by Warne Guyette and seconded by Jon Knicker-
bocker to amend the article: "To see if the District
will vote to sell either the 1961 FWD Fire Truck or
the 1970 International; based on the results of a
professional appraisal of both vehicles for truck
value and fire value; the proceeds of such sale to
be used to purchase Hose and other equipment." After
some discussion the Article was passed as amended.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the District will vote to sell
the Waterous Fire Apparatus; the proceeds to such sale
to be placed in a Capitol Reserve Account to purchase
equipment in the future. Motion was made by Raymond
Egan and supported by Howard Beal to accept the article
as read.
Cornelia Jenness rea
TREASURER'S REPORT FOR THE SPOFFORD FIRE DISTRICT
FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE SPOFFORD FIRE DISTRICT
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1984
This is to certify that the information contained in
this report was taken from official records and is complete
to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Catherine H. Schlichting




From Taxes $ 31,656.00
From Fees and Rentals 1,080.00
State of NH 268.48
Interest from NOW Account 438.88
Sale of FWD Fire Truct 8,000.00
Other than Current Revenue:
Notes Issued 74,570.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS $116,013.36




Firemen's Insurance $ 935.19
















Training and Dues 35.00
Sale of FWD 65.52
Purchase of New Truck 74,570.00
Payment on Notes 15,000.00
Interest Paid 4, 739. 31
TOTAL PAYMENTS $107,406.14
Cash on Hand End of Year 17,950. 78
GRAND TOTAL $125,356.92
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SCHEDDLE OF PRECINCT PROPERTY




1983 GMC Brigadier Fire Truck 90,000.00
1979 Chevrolet Van 19,000.00
1970 International Fire Truck 20,000.00







Diana S . Allen
TREASURER
Joan H. O'Neil
MEMBERS OF THE SCHOOL BOARD
David N. Smith Mary E. Maxwell












Charles H. McMurphy, M.D.
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COMPLIANCE STATEMENT
This school district received Federal financial
assistance. In order to continue receiving such federal
financial assistance, this school district will not dis-
criminate in their educational programs, activities or
employment practices on the basis of race, language, sex,
age, or handicapping condition, under the provisions of
Title IX of the 1972 Educational Amendments; Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
Complaints regarding compliance with Title IX regula-
tions should be submitted in writing to the Title IX liaison
for School Administrative Unit 29, the Personnel Manager,
34 West Street, Keene, New Hampshire.
Complaints regarding compliance with Rehabilitation
Act of 1973 - Section 504 should be submitted in writing




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the school district in the
Town of Chesterfield qualified to vote in District
affairs :
Yor are hereby notified to meet at the Chesterfield
Elementary School in said District on March 9, 1985,
at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon to bring in your
votes for the election of school district officers.
The polls will open not later than 10:00 a.m., nor close
earlier than the termination time of the District
Meeting (as a minimum 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.).
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary school district
officers :
A moderator for the ensuing year
A clerk for the ensuing year
A member of the school board for the ensuing
three years
A treasurer for the ensuing year from July 1, 1985
An auditor for the ensuing two years
An auditor for the ensuing year.
Given under our hands at said Chesterfield, this 14th





STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the school district in the
Town of Chesterfield qualified to vote in District
affairs :
You are hereby notified to meet at the Chesterfield
Elementary School in said District on the 9 day of March,
1985, at 8:00 p.m. to act upon the following articles:
ARTICLE 1. To hear the reports of agents, auditors,
committees or officers chosen, and pass any vote relating
thereto .
ARTICLE 2. To see if the District will vote to
authorize the school board to make application for, and
to acpept and use in the name of the District such advances,
grants-in-aid, or other funds for the educational purposes
as may now or hereafter be forthcoming from the United
States Government, the State of New Hampshire, or any
department or agency thereof, or any federal, state,
or private agency.
ARTICLE 3. To see if the District will vote to
authorize the school board to apply for, accept, and
expend, without further action by the School District
Meeting, money from the state, federal, or other govern-
mental unit or a private source which "becomes available
during the 1985-1986 school fiscal year provided that
such expenditure be made for the purposes for which a
school district may appropriate money, and that such
expenditure not require the expenditure of other school
district funds. Further, that the school board hold
a public hearing prior to accepting and spending such
money
.
ARTICLE 4. To see what sum of money the District
will vote to raise and appropriate for the support of
schools, for the salaries of school district officers
and agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations
of the District.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the District will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $200,000.00 for the
establishment of a Capital Reserve Fund for the expansion
of the Chesterfield School and for the purchase of equip-
ment of a lasting character to be placed in such school
or school addition.
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ARTICLE 6. To see if the District will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $9,000.00 for the purpose
of hiring an architect to prepare preliminary plans and
cost estimates for the construction of an addition to
the Chesterfield School.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the District will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000.00 for the purpose
of bringing water to the Chesterfield Ball Field.
ARTICLE 8. To transact any other business which
may legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands at said Chesterfield, this 14th






REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year July 1, 1983 - June 30, 1984
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1, 1983
(Treasurer's Bank Balance) $ 33,191.94
Rec'd from Selectmen $1,009,118.00
Revenue from St. Sources 25,413.20
Revenue from Fed. Sources 10,208.69
Rec'd as Income from Trust Fds. 231.44
Rec'd from all Other Sources 25 , 690 . 48
TOTAL RECEIPTS 1,070,661.81
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year 1,103,853.75
Less School Board Orders Paid 1 , 047 ,166.93
Balance on Hand June 30, 1984 $ 56,686.82
Joan M. O'Neil
July 11, 1984 District Treasurer
AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the books,
vouchers, bank statements and other financial records of
the treasurer of the school district of Chesterfield of
which the above is a true summary for the fiscal year




October 3, 1984 Auditors
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Gasoline Bus Cont. 576.24
Basic Aid for Special Ed. 15,312.00
Education 671.98
Sweeps Aid 83-84 8,336.32
Catastrophic Aid 284.91

























CHESTERFIELD SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
The Clerk, Diana S. Allen, gave the oath of Assis-
tant Moderator to Warren Allen. Mr. Allen opened the
polls at 10:00 a.m. for voting. The following persons
were appointed as Ballot Clerks: Judith Johnson, Sandra
Wiggin, Terry Wiggin, Cornelia Jenness, Marilyn Taylor,
and Michael Wiggin.
At 8:00 p.m. the Moderator, Michael Bentley, called
the meeting to order for the purpose of acting on the
articles in the warrant. The Moderator introduced officials
of S.A.U. #29, the Chesterfield School Board, and
Mr. Robert Johnson, Principal of Chesterfield School.
The Moderator recognized Charles Johnson who made
a motion to dispense with the reading of the warrant
and to read each article as it is taken up. Seconded
by Terry Wiggin. The Moderator declared the voice vote
to be carried int he affirmative.
Articles in the warrant were disposed of as follows:
ARTICLE 1 . Cornelia Jenness moved and was seconded
by Charles Johnson that all reports contained in the
Chesterfield School District Annual Report be approved
as printed. The Moderator declared a voice vote to be
passed in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 2. Terry Wiggin moved and Susan Newcomer
seconded the motion that the district authorize the school
board to make application for, and to accept and use
in the name of the district such advances, grants-in-
aid, or other funds for educational purposes as may now
or hereafter be forthcoming from the United States Govern-
ment, the State of New Hampshire, or any department or
agency thereof, or any federal, state or private agency.
The voice vote was declared to be in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 3. Michael Wiggin moved that the District
authorize the School Board to apply for and to accept
and expend, without further action by the School District
Meeting, money from the state, federal, or other govern-
mental unit or a private source which becomes available
during the 1984-1985 school fiscal year provided that
such expenditure be made for the purposes for which a
school district may appropriate money, and that such
expenditure not require the expenditure of other school
district funds. Further, that the school board hold
a public hearing prior to accepting and spending such
money. Seconded by Joanna Morse. Voice vote declared
by the Moderator to be carried in the affirmative.
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ARTICLE 4. Charles Johnson moved to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $1,280,927 for the support of schools,
for the salaries of school district officers and agents,
and for payment of statuory obligations of the district.
Seconded by George Wright.
AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE 4. Alfred Burley moved that
the instructional salaries account be limited to ten
percent over last year's figure, which would call for
a reduction of $60,154.00 from the amount proposed in
Article 4. Seconded by Frank Seay. Mr. Burley asked
for a paper ballot, but was not able to get a second
on his motion. The Amendment to Article 4 was defeated
by a voice vote, as declared by the Moderator.
ARTICLE 4 was then voted on as presented, and a
voice vote was declared in the affirmative by the
Moderator .
ARTICLE 5. Cornelia Jenness asked that the Chester-
field School District loan its early records (1886-1964)
to the Chesterfield Historical Society for care and
safe keeping. Seconded by Judith Johnson. Moderator
declared voice vote to be in the affirmative.
James Milani offered the following resolution:
Be it resolved that the Chesterfield School
District at its annual meeting express its
dissatisfaction both at the level of funding
for the state and with the state's perennial
inability to comply with the funding respon-
sibilities passed by the General Court, and
that a message of such dissatisfaction be
relayed to the Governor of the State, our
Governor's Counsellor, and the State Senator.
Seconded by Susan Newcomer. The Milani Resolution was
passed unanimously in the affirmative on a voice vote.
Charles Johnson moved, and Frank Seay seconded that
the meeting be adjourned at 9:36 p.m. Motion was de-
clared carried in the affirmative by the Moderator who
also declared the polls closed at 9:36.
The official town check list was used for the elec-
tions. Of eligible voters, 87 cast ballots. All ballots
were cast at the ballot box, with no absentee votes.
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For School Board Member for 3 years:
Elizabeth Benjamin 75
Scattered Votes 7
For Moderator for the ensuing year:
Michael P. Bentley 80
Scattered Votes 3
For Clerk for the ensuing year:




For Treasurer for the year beginning July 1, 1984:
Joan M. O'Neil 79
For Auditor for 2 years:
David Smith 7
Many Scattered Votes
Elizabeth Benjamin was declared elected as School Board
Member and took the oath of office from the Clerk.
Michael Bentley was declared elected as School District
Moderator and took the oath of office from the Clerk.
Diana S. Allen was declared School District Clerk and
took the oath of office from the Moderator.
Joan M. O'Neil was declared elected as School District
Treasurer and took the oath of office from the Clerk.
David Smith was declared elected as Auditor and took
the oath of office from the Clerk.
All who took the oath of office also signed the
prescribed oath of office.




Visit the Chesterfield Central School and see an
effective school in operation. You will see a strong
staff that works closely with children. There is a school
climate that is orderly, serious, warm, safe, and attrac-
tive. There is a focus on achievement and high expectations
for all students. Instructional activities absorb most
of the day. You will also see clearly understood teaching
objectives and priorities for each student in the school.
Some of the best that we know about teaching and learning
is happening in our school.
With this growth comes improved attitudes and renewed
support for the school. Chesterfield has every reason
to be proud of what it is doing for its children and
their school. Taxpayers, a group of parents, the staff,
and the school board are to be commended.
However, the work is not done. We need to continue
to grow if our children will have the advantages they
will need in years to come. Planning for increased enroll-
ments, effective learning and community involvement is
needed. Consistent help and involvement from all parents
is a necessity. Continued curriculum and staff develop-
ment at the local level by our teachers is a must. Continued
evaluation of student progress, the staff, and the school
itself is a certainty.
Your School Facilities Committee is to be commended
for the many hours they have given to the community and
for the information they have developed on enrollment
projections and school facility needs for the next eight
years. The report is available at the school if you
would like a copy. It shows we certainly will need addition-
al space by September of 1987. Article 5 or 6 on the
warrant deserve your serious attention at the district
meeting on March 9, to help us resolve these space pro-
blems .
Cooperation between the town and school government
remains another valuable asset to this community. Joint
use of facilities and services saves dollars for the
taxpayers, and is a tribute to your elected officials.
The Chesterfield teachers deserve your praise and
daily support. They are a warm, well-trained group of
professionals who have students at the top of their priority
list. They need to be recognized and rewarded for their
efforts, and everyone can play a role in that activity.
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Your school board has represented you well this
year. Responsiveness to others, attention to fiscal
details and real concern for the students of the district
characterize this board. It has been a pleasure to work
with them while they have served you.
Lawrence E. Seavey
Assistant Superintendent for Towns
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PRINCIPAL'S REPORT 1983-1984
The Chesterfield School opened on September 4, 1984
with 232 children enrolled in grades Readiness through
8 and 9 full /par t-t ime new staff members. The new staff
members include Ann Beaudry, Resource Room teacher; Jean
Condon, physical education; Marcia Esche, music teacher;
Mary Giles, science, 6, 7, 8; Kathleen York, readiness
teacher; Janice Johnston, special needs individual tutor;
Pat Wilson, speech therapist - 2 days/week; Kent Gemmell,
associate school psychologist - 2 days/week; and Ralph
Whitney, school custodian.
The building underwent some major face lifting to
the interior, including the following changes: retiled
and repainted walls of all corridors, installed ceiling
tile in all Jr. High classrooms and the Jr. High corridors,
installed new lighting and repainted 5 classrooms, carpeted
3 classrooms. We will continue to complete necessary
repairs and routine maintenance as identified in our
5-year maintenance plan.
The special education reorganization which occured
last year has resulted in improved program quality and
services. With 2 full time special educators we were
able to meet the needs of 23 special needs youngsters,
thus making it unnecessary to tuition those children
to out of district programs. We are proud of the scope
and quality of the special education program in Chester-
field. It serves as a model for other small schools
demonstrating what can be achieved with quality teachers
using appropriate instructional techniques and strategies.
The guidance counselor worked closely with the guidance
staff at Keene High School which resulted in a very smooth
transition from Chesterfield School to Keene High School.
We shall follow up on our former students progress to
assure that our program at Chesterfield School continues
to meet their basic skills needs. Mr. Hanson, our guidance
counselor, sponsored a career awareness day which was
well received by all who attended.
The staff at Chesterfield School and Keene High
School are working together through departmental meetings
to coordinate our various academic disciplines. The
Keene High School librarian and our Jr. High staff are
working together sharing audio-visual materials. Addition-
ally, our Jr. High students took a trip to K.H.S. to
familiarize themselves with the library and its resources.
Commencing with the 1984-85 school year all curriculum
development in all disciplines will be jointly developed
and written by the towns and the Keene School District.
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We are delighted with this opportunity for it assures
greater curricular continuity and better student pre-
paredness upon the departure of our eighth graders.
The administration at Chesterfield School and Keene
High School meet and confer frequently in order to assure
that no child "slips between the curricular cracks."
Mr. Charles Napoli, K.H.S. principal feels that the
children who come to K.H.S. from Chesterfield come well
prepared. Roughly 12% of the Keene children who attend
K.H.S. make the school's honor roll. 12.% of the Chester-
field students make the same honor roll.
The volunteer program continues to be a very vital
ingredient in the educational program at Chesterfield.
The 1,800 volunteer hours have made a difference! The
staff and students alike are unanimous in their appreciation
of the volunteers efforts on their behalf. The P.T.A.
continues to sponsor meaningful education programs through-
out the school year. The Potluck Supper which the P.T.A.
sponsors attracts many parents and encourages teachers
and parents to work cooperatively together.
The administration will focus during the 1984-85
school year on continued curricular development and will
continue to monitor the progress of our students to assure
their maximum growth and development while at the Chester-
field School.
It is said that the only thing which is constant
is change. Nothing is more truthful than that statement.
We, at the Chesterfield School, are continuing to attend
workshops, seminars, conferences and take courses to
improve and enhance our skills. Those experiences add




























































CHESTERFIELD SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
The Chesterfield School Lunch Program enjoyed another
successful year feeding about 165 students daily.
Menus are provided monthly for morning announcements
on WKBK and WKNE . Students may choose their meals for
the week on Friday when lunch money is paid for the
following week. The price of lunch remained at 55c for
Readiness through 5th grade and 60c for grades 6-8.
Free and reduced lunches are available also.
Government commodities were plentiful this year.
Canned meats, vegetables, fruits, along with turkey,
chicken and hamburger helped us to run a successful pro-
gram .
We shall continue to do our best to keen the students



















Final Balance $ 3,690.50
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SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES REPORT 1982-83
Physical appraisal conducted by Dr. Charles McMurphy
to 4th and 8th graders and inter scholastic sports par-
ticipants 93
Students re-evaluated by physician 35
Referrals & Private physician 16
Height & Weight 280
Blood pressure and urine testing 102
Scoliosis referrals 9
Communication with parents (letters & telephone) 435
Student visits to the health office
(first aid included) 2,146
Vision screening 146
Referral to private physician 4
Hearing screening 160
Referral to physician 3
Application to Lions Club Eyesight Conserva-




1. Strep throat 32




Dental conference (cleaning & flouride) 62
Referrals 5
Preschool vision screening (Chest. & Westmore) 55
Referrals 1
Preschool hearing screening ( " ) 55
Hearing failures 11
Hearing retests conducted in 3 wks. with
puretone audiometer resulted in 6 failures.
These children were referred to private
physicians for diagnosis and treatment. 6
Tuberculine Testing
4th & 8th grade 89
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